The Harvard crew is in for a tough start this season. The heaviest race, with Pennsylvania, which gets into shape early. Then follow races with Annapolis and Princeton, two crews entered for no mean order. The race with Pennsylvania is scheduled for May 13.

The Exeter Academy Athletic Association has lost $286.65 in conducting athletics last year. Basketball was the only paying sport, the others losing from $800 to $1000 each. It has been suggested to raise the student tax to $25 a year.

Square Square Pegs in Round Holes

NOWADAYS every progressive organization does its utmost to prevent square pegs from being in round holes. We try to fit the man to the job and the job to the man so that the man can do his best work and advance most rapidly and the job will be well done.

Telephone work has many phases. The list of activities in which your talent may find full opportunity for recognition is long — research, invention, manufacturing, buying, selling, operation, maintenance — there is sure to be a place for the man who is capable.

Hundreds of Technology men are now making their marks in this great field. Perhaps you, too, will decide to enter it after you have studied its opportunities and talked with the Bell telephone men who will be at Tech on April 3rd, 4th and 5th.

Young Men, Attention! A New Feature

Radio Department In the Boston Evening Transcript

MR. E. L. BOWLES

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology will conduct a daily column dealing with this interesting new science. It will include both elementary and advanced instruction, with nothing else of interest to its followers.

Read the Daily Radio Column in the Boston Transcript